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From the President’s desk: So it seems like winter may be leaving us - at least I
hope so. Before you know it crocuses will be popping up and other flowers will
begin to bloom. My second favorite time of year is Spring. Naturally Fall if first as
it offers great foliage opportunities. Am I jumping the gun? Maybe but thinking
positive is a good way to get out of the winter doldrums. When some decent
weather is predicted we will be inviting members to outdoor shoots like DUMBO
for the Manhattan skyline in the evening and the Queens zoo for animals and
birds (tip on pg.8). All suggestions are welcome. Any ideas?
“photoJoe” Crupi.

7th - Competition#6 Judge: John Brokos
21st–”Carnival & Venice” –Anne Hickey
-“Know Composition” -Tony Coppeta

www.flushingcameraclub.org
All rights reserved.

We are a 501C3 org.

Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, conference room on
5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling
St..FREE but Parking ticket
must be validated by the
Camera Club. Call to confirm
meeting date.
Dues: $40.00 for individuals
$60.00 per family;$20.00 for

7th - Competition#7 Judge: Yevonne Berger
21st–Video on Focus Stacking—Ron Caldwell
— —”Replacing Backgrounds” 2hr Workshop with John Bruno
Bring your laptops to follow along with photoshop .

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2017 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.
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Saturday February 17th is the annual Flushing Lunar New Year Parade in Flushing

The parade also known as the Asian Parade and Chinese
New Year is often well attended by our membership
despite the usually frigid weather. The Asian community
will certainly have their many colorful dragons, fireworks
and costumed participants on display. Parents encourage
their children who are always willing photography
subjects. Although a prior commitment this year prohibits
my attending I would encourage all to come join fellow
members for the sights and sounds of this exciting
parade. Remember to dress very warm. FCC members
usually meet before 10:00 AM to shoot the participants
preparing to march. Meet at Union St and 37th Ave. If
you come later you will find any place along the route is
productive. After the parade some of us like to partake of
a traditional meal at nearby Shanghai Joes or similar
restaurant. Great opportunities and camaraderie is
guaranteed.
Joe Crupi

Year of the Dog

Our Jan 17 presentation by Richard DeDalto was the “How and Why of Panning”.
This time Richard gave us instructions and demonstration on a process of making
images of moving subjects. He explained how to achieve wonderful blurred
backgrounds with moving birds or animals or to produce images of prop planes with
blurred propellers. Well done.
Next our “Masters of Photography” video was presented. An episode explaining
various types of outdoor light and the advantages of each and the effects on a final
image. It was appreciated by all.
January 31st started off with an
instructional video on sharpening
images. We were given instructions
on three different methods of
sharpening digital images in
photoshop. The final example
included using several of the
methods on one image thereby
creating the perfect effect.
Next was the feature presentation by our own Bernard Huang. It began with a flurry of
activity as members endeavored to assist Bernard in setting up his actual carousel
slide projector in just the right position. When ready Bernard gave us his travelogue of
Morocco from images, should I say slides, taken 31 years ago this month. The clarity
and color retention of those Kodachrome slides was amazing as was his presentation.
We saw the scenery and portraits of people that were outstanding. Discussion
followed as many now have interest in visiting that unique location. We also learned
that Dennis Golin was also on that same trip as he kept calling out “I have the same
image”. We all enjoyed the show of Bernard’s fine work.

A warm Welcome to our newest member William McLernon
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Rememberimg Nick Fichera: by Victor Fichera
Nicholas R. “Nick” Fichera passed away peacefully on Thursday, October
19, 2017 at Suburban Community Hospital in E. Norriton, PA. Born in
Brooklyn, NY on April 23, 1928, he was 89. He spent time this past year in
Pennsylvania at the Landing of Collegeville Assisted Living.
He grew up in the Bedford-Stuyvesant area of Brooklyn, NY, was a captain
of the gymnastics team in high school, a Boy Scout Leader, and was a
motorcycle enthusiast. He served in the US Army during the Korean War,
stationed in Alaska as a mechanic. Nick moved to Sunnyside, Queens and
studied to be a chiropractor. He had an incredible knowledge base on many
subjects including tool making and was a master craftsman. He worked for
the New York City Department of Parks and Recreation for over 25 years.
There he maintained the buildings of the 1964 World’s Fair in Flushing
Meadows Park, and continued as a carpenter at Randall’s Island where he
annually constructed the finish line for the New York City Marathon.
After moving to Flushing, New York in 1975, Nick volunteered for various
community services including the Broadway-Flushing Homeowners’
Association, AARP, and the Flushing Camera Club.
In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions may be made in Nick’s memory to the Boy Scouts of America National Council,
P.O. Box 152079, Irving, Texas 75015-2079. Condolences for the family at www.bacchifh.com

I profoundly miss visiting my Dad every Wednesday when we
would have a good meal and then head over to the FCC
gatherings. It was a special time when we shared our interest in
photography and the enjoyment of beauty/the art, with each
other and with our fellow FCC members. Dad cherished the
time spent with the FCC and would avidly plan photo sessions
and prepare for the competitions. He was not particularly
interested in competing or scoring well, he simply wanted to
share his art and enjoy the images that the other FCC members
brought to share. Victor Fichera
"I took this picture of my Dad holding his camera by Oakland Lake back in
2003. He bought me my first digital camera and we went to Oakland lake to
practice with it. He posed by that tree besides the lake and that is how I got
that shot. Great memories."

Nick Fichera by Dorothy Gist
Some years ago Nick Fichera and his son, Victor Fichera, joined the FCC and we truly enjoyed their time with us.
Nick had warmth, a gentle smile and loved his involvements in the FCC along with his son, Victor. He had quite a
sense of humor that we all enjoyed …and with his friend, the late Dr. Joe Muratore, there was much
camaraderie.
Joe Crupi reflected: Nick was one of the first to welcome me and make me feel a part of FCC. Also, Nick
persuaded me to take over his position in Administration. During his time with us, he once gave me an antique
“cowboy” shirt that I still cherish and occasionally wear. We will always remember his smiling face and kind
demeanor. He is surely now a photographer behind those Pearly Gates .
A few years ago he became ill and this caused Nick and Victor to leave the FCC.
Some of us kept in touch over the years and in December I sent a Christmas greeting to Nick and Victor. I
received a response from Victor that Nick was in an Assisted Living Facility/Hospital in Pennsylvania; he passed
in the Fall 2017 and was buried there. Victor is spending these days making decisions on Nick’s home. We’re
very pleased that our path crossed Nick’s and he impacted our lives.
We sent condolences to Victor on behalf of the Flushing Camera Club and encouraged him to reflect on all the
beautiful memories with Nick. May Nick Rest in Peace.
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John Brokos
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Compiled by William Lopez & Helen Repstad
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B Group= Winter Morning”

Tony Sicilliano

Salon Gp= “ReyLeon”

A Group = “Fall”

Ramiro Agredo

Roy Woelfel
Creative Gp= “Iceland Church”

Anne Hickey

A lot of photographers think that if they buy a better camera
they’ll be able to take better photographs. A better camera
won’t do a thing for you if you don’t have anything in your head
or in your heart. – Arnold Newman
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Guide for CRITIQUING AND JUDGING

by Joe Constintino

Joe is a teacher, a published photographer, a photography judge and more. He is associated with several camera clubs
like the Chasco CC in Florida and The Huntington CC here in NY as well as PFLI. He wrote this article for the Chasco
club and it is printed here with his permission.
The object of critiquing is to assist the photographer in improving his images. Judging is the evaluation of an
image and determining how well the photographer has succeeded in producing the quality of his image .
A well rounded photo background is necessary to achieve these objectives. Photo subjects cover a broad spectrum and
the critiquer-judge must be knowledgeable in the various subjects in order to successfully perform his duties. For
example, in some cases street photography may be the same as photo journalism and in some cases there is a
difference. These two terms are not interchangeable. The discreet evaluator will recognize these differences. For
information on street photography see: Bystander: A History of Street Photography by Colin Westerbeck and Joel
Meyerowitz. Another area that should be reviewed is abstract photography which is a departure from reality.. There are
three types of abstracts; simple, where the subject is obvious as in many of the impressionists works; partial, where the
subject is somewhat obscure but still recognizable as in the works of Dali and Picasso; and complete where the work is
completely obscure and unrecognizable as in the work of Jackson Pollack. Description, analysis and evaluation are the
three areas of determining the quality an image. Since time is short for each image that is being judged the description
should be kept to a minimum if discussed at all, everyone is looking at the same image; they know what is there. There
is little time for analysis. A simple subject may require very little analysis but an image that is complicated and may or
may not have psychological implications may take much longer. Since very little time is given for each image discretion
on the part of the judge is necessary in this situation. The question of what the maker is trying to communicate needs to
be answered.
GUIDELINES: 1 Start by saying something positive about the image.
2 Never say “I like this” or “I don’t like that”.
This implies a prejudice on the part of the judge. The judge may dislike an image but that doesn’t mean it is a bad image
or that it is not done well.
3 Look for graphics that may assist in the evaluation. Why? People are familiar with
triangles, rectangles, squares, etc. and relate to them and will better understand and appreciate the critique if it is easy to
comprehend.
4 Don’t assume you know what technique was used in photoshop to reach the final presentation by the
maker. You may be wrong and that will make you look bad.
5 The image should be viewed as a whole and not a
group of parts. It is the whole that is being evaluated. 6 The final image should be the sole criteria for judging and not
how difficult it was to take the picture or how much work had to be done in photoshop to perfect it.
7 The judge should
look upon the image as an artistic expression and not a technical exercise.
8 Don’t compare one print with another.
Each image is an entity unto itself and should be judged on its own merits.
9 An image with impact will make a
strong first impression. Take a second lookat the image that is more subtle so you don’t miss anything.
USE THE THREE ELEMENTS OF AN IMAGE, SUBJECT, COMPOSITION AND TECHNIQUE WHEN
EVALUATING
1 SUBJECT: Does the subject have impact? If not, is it treated so that it is pleasing to the eye? If
more than one subject, is one treated in a subordinate manner so as not to compete with the main subject? Remember
that odd number subjects, i.e. 1, 3, 5, 7, are more pleasing to the eye than even numbered subjects, 2, 4, 6. Is the main
subject too large or too small?
2 COMPOSITION: Does the composition follow the rule of thirds? If not, is the
composition acceptable or good anyway? If not, what is wrong with it? Centered subjects are not always bad. Look for
leading lines. Vertical images are usually bolder and more powerful than horizontal lines which are usually more passive.
Diagonal lines show direction and imply motion while curves provide grace and charm and are pleasing for the eye to
follow. Horizon lines and horizontal water lines must be straight.
3 TECHNIQUE: This basically is the manner in
which the photographer uses the technical elements of his art to express himself. Is there good print quality? Is there
good contrast in the image? Are the hot spots eliminated? Is the print or DPI clean and dust free? Was the correct
shutter speed and aperture used to capture action if any? Was the correct aperture used for the correct depth of field to
keep everything in focus or to use selective focus? Is there good color saturation throughout? Is the photo over or under
exposed?
The variety of subject matter is virtually unlimited. The treatment of this subject matter, technique, and the placement of
the elements, composition, will determine the quality of the photo. This may be done in one of two ways. When viewing
the image determine on an overall basis, usually from 6 to 9 what the overall score should be. Six for poor or below
average; seven for average or good; 8 for above average or excellent; and 9 for superior or outstanding.
It is a good idea to view many pictures of some of the great photographers of the past not to copy but to learn
from. Here is a website where many of the images of outstanding photographers can be found. www.masters-ofphotography.com
LEAVE YOUR PREJUDICES HOME!!!

The above is provided to give our FCC members some insight into the job of judging. Let us all remember that judges are humans first and
thus somewhat moved by their individual likes, dislikes and prejudices. This is why one judge may love your image and another not so much.
Do not become discouraged by a low score as with each entry into competition you should learn from the judges comments and become
better photographers. Joe Crupi
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What is the Slowest Shutter Speed You Can Use for Handheld Photography?
Once you start taking photos, many things become clear. The first is that light is vital to creating a nice
photograph. The second thing is that digital photography has made things much quicker and simpler. Third, we
understand that proper camera usage is crucial to getting good quality photographs. xxxx As soon as these three
things meet, we can start to feel pleased with our images. Once we recognize that various subjects and distinctive
scenes need different adjustments, we can then go ahead and take beautiful shots.
Shutter speed and aperture (f-stop) are the two main things we must concern ourselves when aiming for sharp pictures.
Shutter speed is responsible for the amount of time that the shutter is open. Aperture is responsible for depth of field
and the amount of light coming into the sensor. Once you start exploring this closely you will realize that there’s more to
the shutter than letting light in.
What causes blurry images?
If you are photographing at night, for instance, and you choose a shutter speed that is too quick, your images will be
very underexposed. The shutter simply closes too fast to let any decent amount of light in. Alternatively, if you choose a
speed that is too slow, you may run the run the risk of over exposing your scene. At times, when our shutter is too slow
we can create blurry motion. Blurring the motion is good for intentional special effects, but it’s not good when you want
tack sharp pictures.
Shutter speed is one of the main factors for image clarity. An unintentional blurry photograph is often a result of hand
holding the DSLR when the shutter is slow. It is really difficult to take a photo with a slow shutter speed and get
absolute sharpness. You can have the best intentions in the world yet still manage to blur the shot just by standing
there
How slow can you go?
So what is the slowest shutter speed you can use when hand-holding the camera? In my professional experience, it lives
anywhere between 1/80 and 1/ 50 of a second. I can quite confidently shoot at 1/80 of a second and see no blur. A
number of people I know can shoot at 1/50 of a second and see no blur. Your neighbour or friend may be different from
you and me. This won’t make it correct or wrong. It simply means there is a cutoff point that we can go past.
A useful way to develop the sharpness in your images, without a tripod, is to position your shutter speed at the same
number as your focal length. If you are working with a 50mm lens then try not to shoot slower than 1/ 50 of a second. If
you are shooting with a 200mm lens then try not to shoot less than 1/200 of a second. The further away your subject is
the longer the focal length you will need. Longer the focal lengths require a faster shutter speed. This is due to the fact
that the more you zoom in, the more the image shakes and moves in the frame. You will have to balance this out by
choosing a faster shutter speed
The smallest motion can totally distort your image. This comes about simply from breathing or just standing. If you are
shooting with a DSLR, you’ll be able to see what focal length you have by looking down the barrel of your lens. Around
your lens is a sequence of numbers. If you have a 24 to 105mm lens, you will see a succession of numbers ranging
from 24 right through to 105. As you zoom closer into your scene you will see a little indicator next to the number. For
example, if you see this small indicator pointing to the number 85 then you understand that you are working at 85mm.
Matching the shutter speed and focal length numeric value is a good way to increase image clarity. However, there is a
limit.
You cannot use this rule for very slow shutter speeds unless you use a tripod. For example, if you are photographing a
landscape scene at 20mm then I can promise that setting your shutter speed to 1/20 of a second will not advance your
clarity. You need to be sensible about how slow you go with your shutter speed before you need the help of your
tripod.
Matching your shutter speed to your focal length to attain sharpness may not be observable right away. You will not be
able to see a massive change for the better when you take a look at the shot on the LCD on the camera. Only when you
get your photo into Photoshop or Lightroom will you observe the difference. XXX Once you zoom into your photo you
will see variation in sharpness. Once you know how to achieve sharpness, you will not need to over sharpen your images
in post-production.
About the Author: Amy Renfrey writes for DigitalPhotographySuccess.com. She’s photographed many things from
famous musicians (Drummers for Prince and Anastasia) to weddings and portraits of babies. Amy also teaches
photography online to her students.
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Animal Portrait Tips
Animal photography under any circumstance is difficult. Whether it
be a pet, a controlled portrait situation, a wildlife image, or a grab
shot, many factors impact the outcome. If you photograph people,
you can stage or direct the shoot. A huge advantage is you can
move the subject to a different location, direct them turn their head a
certain way and schedule them to be there when the light is good. If
you photograph pets, there’s a happy medium if you work with the
owner. If wildlife is your focus, you’re at the mercy of where the
animal wants to be, how it holds its head, and if it decides to show
up. All things considered, I wouldn’t want it any other way as part of
the capture is the challenge. It’s the challenge that keeps many
wildlife photographers motivated.

Made during my August tour to Mt Evans
called Goats and Gods

Zoo:
The zoo is a great compromise to help eliminate the key variable of if the animal shows up. To get better zoo shots,
use the following quick tips: XX *Go on bright overcast days as the light is soft and shadowless.
*On the fence - Use wide open apertures and put the lens right up to the fence to help throw it out of focus.
*Use flash for indoor exhibits. Place the flash and lens up to the glass to eliminate reflections. Process the RAW file
with extra magenta to eliminate the green glass hue.
*Wait until the animal does something. Show action, an interesting expression, a yawn - something other than the
animal standing in the exhibit.
*Bump your ISO to stop action. Shoot wide open to get a fast shutter speed.
*Place the active focus point on the eye of the animal - focus is critical.
*Go early and stay late to avoid the crowds. Go in the winter as there’s less people. In both situations, the animals
are more active.
*The background is equally as important as the subject - watch the background and eliminate distractions.
Use Backlight: The overwhelming majority of animal photographs
(Made during my photo tour to the Tetons and Yellowstone) are frontlit. It’s easy to understand why as it shows off the animal
in its glory. Don’t be afraid to add a bit of diversity to your portfolio
and do something different. At sunrise and sunset, look for
opportunities where light comes from behind the subject. If the
animal has fur, a warm glow surrounds its perimeter. It’s a very
appealing look. Look for animals that have interesting shape and
form. The more intriguing the outline, the better the photo. Birds
with long beaks, elephants with large tusks, horses with flailing
tails, and bull elk with large antlers are but a few suggested
subjects to capture.
Environmental Portraits: An environmental animal portrait shows the habitat in which the subject resides. There’s a
fine line that dictates how much environment to include vs how small the animal appears. Environmental animal images
are somewhat easier to make as you don’t need as long a lens, the subject doesn’t need to be as close, and if the
subject is not the best specimen, that fact can be disguised.
Focus on the Eye: Depth of field is often limited when you make animal portraits. Long lenses are often used. The
more telephoto the lens, the less inherent depth of field. In that action is revered, most photographers shoot wide open
to get a fast shutter speed. Fast shutter speeds translate to wide open apertures which limit depth of field. Given the
limited depth of field, it’s imperative you focus on the eye. The eye is the key element in the photo. Be sure to move
the active focus sensor over it. If the animal moves, move the sensor. The more the animal moves, the more active
your thumb will be.
To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris.
Please visit www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.

Russ Burden

www.takegreatpictures.com

FACEBOOK:https://www.facebook.com/pages/Russ-Burden-Photography/138323855629?ref_type=bookmark

